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In certain respects, slavery in Missouri differed greatly from slavery in other areas. Its 

northern exposure made most of its climate unsuitable for the cultivation of the more southerly 

staples of cotton, rice, and sugar.
1
 From its incorporation as a state, its slave population grew 

smaller and smaller.  At the dawn of the Civil War, there were fewer slaves in Missouri than in 

any other slaveholding jurisdiction in the United States.
2
 The constitution of the state of Missouri 

called for legal equality between the races and freedom suits gave promise for those taken to free 

territories to earn the freedom they justly deserved.  

However, the reality of life for African Americans in Missouri during its early years was 

far different. African Americans both slave and free were punished with greater severity under 

the law and the requirements for bringing a freedom suit were prohibitive. As the United States 

fractured over the issue of slavery, comity departed. With this departure, the shifting political, 

social, and cultural winds within Missouri resulted in that one avenue to freedom permanently 

closed. Understanding the history of African American rights and the history of freedom suits in 

Missouri can help to explain just how devastating the Dred Scott verdict was. Its outcome 

signaled the death knell for the freedom suit and drove the United States ever closer to armed 

conflict. In tandem with the failed goals laid out in the state constitution and various statutes, the 

demise of the freedom suit in Missouri signaled the truest sign that the divide between pro-

slavery and antislavery forces in the state could no longer be reconciled.  

Historiography 

 Dale Edwyna Smith’s African American Lives in St. Louis, 1763-1865 draws attention to 

the unique status of African Americans in that gateway to the West, highlighting the greater 

freedoms and opportunity that persons of color had in the city than elsewhere in the state and the 

                                                 
1
 Harriet Frazier, Slavery & Crime in Missouri (Jefferson, N. C.: McFarland & Company, Inc., 2001), 7. 

2
 Harriet Frazier, Runaway and Freed Missouri Slaves (Jefferson, N. C.: McFarland & Company, Inc., 2004), 185. 
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blurred lines between slave and free. Harriet Frazier’s Slavery and Crime in Missouri, 1773-1865 

provides researchers with a straightforward history of the intersection of the two subjects. 

Throughout, Frazier draws attention to a variety of crimes both capital and noncapital, to rape, 

and to lynching, with a thorough discussion of the historical backgrounds. Frazier’s Runaway 

and Freed Missouri Slaves highlights the background of slavery in Missouri, the precarious 

status of free persons of color, those aspects of Missouri law that helped persons of color and 

those that did not, and the Underground Railroad on Missouri’s borders. Melton McLaurin’s 

Celia: A Slave brings to light the story of a slave who killed her master. Given her status as 

property in the state, legally, her master’s actions did not constitute rape. Her desperate actions 

help to highlight the intersection of race, gender, rape, and murder in antebellum Missouri. 

In these texts, we gain a greater understanding of the difficulties that African Americans 

in the state of Missouri faced in the antebellum period. As much promise as freedom suits could 

offer, they could not guarantee any real improvement of life aside from removing the chains of 

bondage. These texts touch on parts of history that were overlooked and help to frame the 

struggle of African Americans. In an age where the historical discipline has rightfully expanded 

to include parts of history that are not necessarily easy to talk about, analyzing freedom suits are 

necessary, especially against the background of the legal prejudice against African Americans. 

Missouri’s freedom suits are the best examples of the uniqueness of Missouri in the 

antebellum years. It is crucial to understand the most famous of these, that of Dred Scott, from 

many different perspectives. Though painting the ultimate judgment of the Taney Court as 

merely an attempt to satisfy proslavery forces, Don Fehrenbacher’s The Dred Scott Case 

examines the case as it pertained to the greater scope of American history and how its 

significance weaved throughout the political history of the United States. In “The Dred Scott 
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Case Reconsidered,” Dennis Boman provides a comprehensive account of the legal and political 

context in Missouri before and during Mr. Scott’s unsuccessful freedom suit. Austin Allen’s 

Origins of the Dred Scott Case looks at the non-political reasons why the Taney court ruled as it 

did, stressing the legal complexities. In Dred Scott and the Dangers of a Political Court, Ethan 

Greenberg stresses the need to view the case on its own merits, contrary to Fehrenbacher. In 

“The Legacy of the Dred Scott Case,” a chapter in The Dred Scott Case: Historical and 

Contemporary Perspectives on Race and Law, Louis Gerteis discusses the uncertainty of 

emancipation in Missouri and its impact on race relations for decades thereafter. Collectively, 

these sources show just how complex the Dred Scott case truly was. 

Slavery in Missouri: Background 

 For the first eighty years of its existence, Missouri, as part of Louisiana, was governed by 

the “Edict Concerning the Negro Slaves in Louisiana,” familiarly known as the Code Noir. 

Statutes in the code were like laws that would emerge in other slave colonies and states. Article 6 

forbade intermarriage between whites and African Americans and also prohibited both whites 

and free African Americans from taking a slave concubine. A series of articles severely restricted 

the ability of slaves to earn money by requiring express permission from masters, requiring the 

examining of wares and merchandise brought to markets by slaves, allowing the seizure of goods 

by those slaves without passes or marks from their masters, and discouraging self-employment of 

slaves. Articles 32 and 33 outlined the severe punishment of slaves: a first offense resulting in 

having both ears cut off, a second offense branding and being hamstrung, a third offense death.
3
  

Though French rule over the territory that would become Missouri was ceded to Spain in 

1762, the Spanish did nothing to repeal the Code Noir.
4
 The implementation of Spanish law 

                                                 
3
 Frazier, Runaway and Freed Missouri Slaves, 23-7. 

4
 Frazier, Runaway and Freed Missouri Slaves, 28. 
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began in 1769, with Governor-General Alejandro O’Reilly promulgating a series of ordinances 

and instructions for the Louisiana Territory. These included crimes for which slaves were 

prosecuted. Insurrection, rape, and murder were all punished by death. The punishment for 

violence was at the discretion of the judge while robberies were punished corporally with 

varying severity. As opposed to the more limited jurisdictions of English-American law, the 

reach of Spanish colonial law was far more extensive, with slaves imprisoned for crimes and 

their masters fined. This reach would last until November 1803, when Spain ceded control of the 

Louisiana Territory to France. After twenty days, the French transferred control of the territory to 

the United States.
5
   

Slaveholders throughout Louisiana were eager to ensure the continuation of their human 

property rights in the new District of Louisiana, believing American laws protecting slavery were 

essential elements of good government. On October 1, 1804, “The Law Respecting Slaves for 

the District of Louisiana” was signed into law. Its thirty-five sections demonstrated that the civil 

rights of slaves were no more advanced than they had been during French and Spanish rule. As it 

had for Kentucky when that state entered the union in 1792, the state of Virginia served as the 

model for these laws. This was unsurprising given the fact that three of the four members of the 

District of Louisiana were from either Virginia or Kentucky.
6
 The law remained in place after the 

creation of the Louisiana Territory. After Louisiana gained statehood in 1812, the law remained 

on the books in the renamed Missouri Territory. 

On June 12, 1820, the Constitution of the State of Missouri was ratified. Unique among 

slave states, it required courts of justice before which slaves were to be tried, to appoint counsel 

and required the right to trial by an impartial jury. In addition, the delegates to Missouri’s 1820 

                                                 
5
 Frazier, Slavery & Crime in Missouri, 11-25. 

6
 Frazier, Slavery & Crime in Missouri, 30-1. 
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Constitutional Convention decreed that slaves convicted of capital offenses should suffer the 

same punishment that would be inflicted upon a white person for the same offense.  This was in 

marked contrast to slave states in the southeast where a considerable disparity had developed 

between capital offenses for slaves and free whites. If any discrepancy between the groups 

existed in these southeastern states, the law always provided lesser punishments to whites 

convicted of the same offenses as slaves.
7
 

The state of Missouri adopted the common law and much of Virginia’s and Kentucky’s 

slave law as its own. Slaves were both property and persons with limited rights. While protected 

from cruel treatment and murder and guaranteed trial by jury, in most respects, slaves had little 

control over their own lives or the lives of their spouses and children. Their circumstances 

largely depended upon the character of their master and the community where they lived.
8
 This 

first state constitution was unkind to free African Americans, giving the legislature the power “to 

prevent free negroes and mulattoes from coming to and settling in this state, under any pretext 

whatsoever.”
9
 While the rise in the free black population in the first decade of statehood was 

minimal- rising from 347 to 569- these legislative measures were not stringent enough in halting 

settlement by free people of color.
10

  

 “An Act Concerning Free Negroes and Mulattoes,” from 1835, which remained law 

throughout the state’s slave times, restricted the lives of African Americans in a plethora of 

ways, ensuring that the number of free African Americans in the state would no longer rise. The 

law defined a mulatto as being at least one-eighth black. Elsewhere, the act stated that free 

persons of color had to obtain a license if they wished to settle or remain in the state. Licenses 

                                                 
7
 Frazier, Slavery & Crime in Missouri, 87-91. 

8
 Dennis K. Boman, “The Dred Scott Case Reconsidered: The Legal and Political Context in Missouri,” The 

American Journal of Legal History 44, no. 4 (Oct. 2000), 406. 
9
 Constitution of the State of Missouri, art. 3, sec. 26. 

10
 Frazier, Slavery & Crime in Missouri, 88. 
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were heavily restricted, only available to those of good character and behavior and able to 

support themselves. Furthermore, they were restricted to those who had resided exclusively in 

the state from 1825 on, were emancipated or born free in the state, had completed service as an 

apprentice or servant, or were the free spouse of a slave married with the permission of the 

slave’s master. Any free person of color whose freedom was accrued outside of Missouri was 

subject to these requirements as well.
11

 The result of this was a population that was increasingly 

white. 

African Americans and Crime 

In most cases wherein slaves killed other slaves or free African Americans, death 

sentences were not carried out. However, when the victim was white, death sentences were 

common. Nearly all cases involving slaves murdering their masters took place in the middle of 

the state, with those slaves in counties adjacent to free states and territories often escaping 

instead. There were any number of reasons for slaves murdering their masters. Luke, a slave 

from Cooper County, stabbed and killed Hezekiah Harris in 1826 to avoid a whipping. Moses, a 

slave who shot and killed his master, John Tanner, in Montgomery County in 1828, did so after 

Tanner had acted disgracefully towards Moses’ wife. In Callaway County in 1841, a slave named 

Susan murdered her mistress, Rose Ann King, in the hope that she might be returned to her 

previous master. Whatever their motivations, any slave that killed his or her owner was 

considered a depraved criminal.
12

 

The 1820 Missouri Constitution required that “any person who shall maliciously deprive 

of life or dismember a slave, shall suffer such punishment as would be inflicted for the like 

                                                 
11

 Missouri Revised Statute, “An Act Concerning Free Negroes and Mulattoes” (1835), 414. 
12

 Frazier, Slavery & Crime in Missouri, 196-9. 
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offense if it were committed on a free white person.”
13

 Despite this, in Missouri’s early 

statehood, it was virtually impossible for county prosecutors to secure felony convictions against 

white men who abused or killed slaves. Though lynching was not common, it was not rare, 

either. Both enslaved and free African Americans had reason to worry. Francis McIntosh, a 

biracial freedman from Pittsburgh was burned alive in St. Louis in 1836 after wounding a deputy 

constable and murdering a deputy sheriff, an act widely denounced by the likes of William Lloyd 

Garrison and Abraham Lincoln.
14

 

A notable capital case involving a slave girl convicted of murder was that of a slave 

named Mary. Aged either 13 or 14 years old, Abraham Brinker of Washington County had 

owned her. She was removed to Crawford County illegally by his son, John, after Abraham’s 

death. By the spring of 1837, Mary’s responsibilities included looking after John Brinker’s 

daughter, Vienna Jane, an infant just shy of her second birthday. Fearing she was to be sold by 

John Brinker, Mary struck the infant on the head after attempting to drown her. Although her 

initial conviction was overturned, a second trial also resulted in Mary being found guilty and the 

sheriff of Crawford County hanged her before her sixteenth birthday, the youngest known person 

put to death by the state of Missouri. Notably, white children the same age as Mary that were 

convicted of murder were not executed; they were imprisoned. Because Mary was a slave, such 

an option was prohibited.
15

 

In the days of the Code Noir, rape of female slaves and selling children away from their 

parents was prohibited. By the end of the antebellum period, however, adherence to the law 

                                                 
13

 Missouri State Constitution, art. 3, sec. 26. 
14

 Frazier, Slavery & Crime in Missouri, 260-3. 
15

 Frazier, Slavery & Crime in Missouri, 170-4. 
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waned. Sexual violence in the state was routine and commonplace.
16

 Few cases better exemplify 

this than Celia v. Missouri. In 1850, Robert Newsom, a widower from Callaway County, 

purchased Celia, a teenage girl from adjoining Audrain County, expressly for sexual relations. 

By the time she was eighteen, she had borne two children fathered by her master. By early 1855, 

Celia had become romantically involved with another of Newsom’s slaves, a man named 

George. Nonetheless, Newsom continued to visit Celia and the female slave again conceived in 

the winter of 1855, uncertain of the father. Given an ultimatum by George to end the 

relationship, Celia would end up murdering her master in June.
17

  

Celia’s counsel tried to defend her actions because Newsom had brought upon her violent 

response due to his continued sexual exploitation of her.
18

 Such a defense threatened a society 

where such exploitation was commonplace. Counsel for the defense pled Celia not guilty and 

attempted to focus the jury’s attention on the sexual nature of the relationship and to present 

evidence that Celia had acted in self-defense.
 19

 As the trial wound to a close, the defense cited 

Missouri legal code, specifically section 29 of the second article of the Missouri statutes of 1845, 

which criminalized the taking of any woman against her will.
20

 The moral implications of rape 

were brushed off by the court. Judge William Hall noted that sexual assault on slave women by 

white men was considered trespass, not rape; Newsom certainly could not be found guilty of 

trespassing upon his own property.
21

 The jury was only able to deliberate whether Celia was 

guilty of first degree murder. Finding her guilty, Celia was hanged at the end of 1855.
22

 

                                                 
16

 Dale Edwyna Smith, African American Lives in St. Louis, 1763-1865 (Jefferson, N. C.: McFarland & Company, 

Inc., 2004), 87. 
17

 Melton A. McLaurin, Celia: A Slave (New York: Perennial, 2002), 19-35. 
18

 Thomas A. Morris, Southern Slavery and the Law, 1619-1860 (Chapel Hill, N. C.: University of North Carolina 

Press, 1996), 223. 
19

 McLaurin, 95-102. 
20

 Statues of the State of Missouri, art. 2, sec. 29 (1845). 
21

 McLaurin, 105-10. 
22

 Frazier, Slavery and Crime in Missouri, 192-3. 
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Freedom Suits in Missouri 

Roger Taney, a man who had once declared slavery a “blot on the national character,” 

would write an opinion that stripped all African Americans slave and free of their citizenship 

rights. This freedom suit, so much like others that had preceded it, had the misfortune to be 

argued in front of a series of courts that were increasingly hyper-partisan, with political leanings 

and judicial agendas clouding the minds of the justices that had mindsets that extended far past 

merely looking at judicial precedents. In his opinion, Roger Taney went far beyond merely 

declaring Scott a slave. In part, he stated: 

We must not confound the rights of citizenship which a State may confer within its own 

limits, and the rights of citizenship as a member of the Union… He may have all the 

rights and privileges of a citizen of a State, and yet not be entitled to the rights and 

privileges of a citizen in any other State… he would not be a citizen in the sense in which 

that word is used in the Constitution of the United States.
23

 

 

To understand why Taney went this far, one must look at the history of freedom suits in 

Missouri, the laws that brought them into existence, and the courts that oversaw them.  

Despite 1804’s “Law Respecting Slaves in Louisiana,” on June 27, 1807, a significant 

step was taken by the Louisiana territorial legislature that would pave the way for Missouri to 

become a haven for freedom despite its status as a slave state after 1820. The territorial 

legislature passed an act stating that: 

it [was] lawful for any person held in slavery to petition the general court or any court of 

common pleas, praying that such person might be permitted to sue as a poor person, and  

stating the grounds on which the claim to freedom is founded...
24

 

While it certainly was not easy to sue for freedom, the requirements including a plaintiff having 

to prove his status as free as well as physical abuse when a slave, the sanctioning of freedom 

suits would play a large part in the history of slavery in Missouri for the next five decades. 

                                                 
23

 Dred Scott v. Sandford, 60 U. S. 393, 405 (1856). 
24

 Laws of the Territory of Louisiana, “Freedom” (1807), 96-97. 
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The United States Congress finally agreed in 1820 that, excepting Missouri, there would 

be no slavery north of 36° 30’ within the remainder of the Louisiana Purchase. However, 

Congress also agreed that slaves who fled their masters from slave jurisdictions would not be 

freed by escaping into those territories where slavery was now forbidden. Nonetheless, those 

slaves who could prove their right to freedom were fortunate to have a state supreme court that 

was willing to consider granting freedom. When Missouri became a state, the first appointment 

to the Supreme Court was the anti-slavery judge Mathias McGirk, who would sit on the bench 

for over two decades. While the proslavery judge Robert Wash served alongside McGirk for 

twelve of those years and the anti-slavery judge George Tompkins served for seventeen, all other 

early members served four years or less. This allowed McGirk to earn an influence over the court 

that his fellow justices never would. Until leaving the bench in 1841, he wrote or joined most of 

the decisions concerning freedom suits and set precedents that his fellow justices would continue 

to honor after his departure.
25

 

In 1824, the first in a long series of cases freeing slaves who had lived or worked in free 

states was decided in the state of Missouri. The case of Winny v. Whitesides concerned a slave 

brought from the Carolinas to Illinois for an extended period, thereafter moving with her master 

to Missouri. In 1822, Winny sued for her freedom in St. Louis. Whitesides argued that because 

Winny had failed to assert her freedom in Illinois, “the master’s right revived, so soon as he 

found the slave in Missouri.” The court concluded otherwise, stating that when a person takes a 

slave into a free jurisdiction with the intention of making said jurisdiction their new home, they 

declare their slave to have become free.
26

 Making the distinction of having the intent to reside in 

a free jurisdiction as opposed to merely passing through a free territory illustrates the difficulties 

                                                 
25

 Frazier, Runaway and Freed Missouri Slaves, 54-5. 
26

 Winny v. Whitesides, 1 Mo. 472 (1824). 
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that slaves bringing freedom suits could face, but when such residences were easily proven, a 

freedom suit had a greater chance of success. Shortly after this ruling, on December 30, 1824, the 

Missouri legislature formally incorporated the 1807 statute into state law. 

On November 4, 1834, a biracial slave named Rachael sued her master, William Walker, 

for her freedom at the St. Louis Circuit Court. A previous master, T. B. W. Stockton, an army 

officer, had taken Rachael to Fort Crawford, located in the Michigan Territory, for several years. 

Upon their return to St. Louis, Stockton sold her and her infant son to a Joseph Klunk who in 

turn sold her to Walker. Fearing that she and her son would be removed from Missouri to be sold 

in New Orleans, Rachael filed her freedom suit. Claiming that Walker had beaten, bruised, 

mistreated, and imprisoned her, she was within her rights to sue for her freedom under the 1824 

law. In a letter to the court, Stockton freely admitted his moving Rachael to the Michigan 

Territory. In his decision, Justice Mathias McGirk professed his belief that Stockton’s taking 

Rachael to the Michigan Territory was strictly done for his own convenience without regard to 

federal law. Coupled with Walker’s abuse, there was enough evidence to free Rachael and her 

son.
27

 

The story of Polly Wash and her daughter, Lucy Ann Delaney, highlight the difficulties 

in bringing freedom suits before a circuit court. Wash filed her freedom suit at St. Louis on 

October 3, 1839. In doing so, however, Wash’s attorney failed to instruct her to mention her two 

children in her petition, inadvertently preventing Delaney’s freedom alongside her mother, others 

taking advantage of the omission to claim that Delaney was not her mother’s child.
28

 Wash, who 

had been transported from Kentucky to Illinois where she lived as a slave for a period far longer 

                                                 
27

 Rachael v. William Walker 4 Mo. 350, 350-4 (1836). 
28

 Anne Twitty, Before Dred Scott: Slavery and Legal Culture in the American Confluence, 1787-1857 (New York: 

Cambridge University Press, 2016), 119-20. 
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than state statute permitted, was eventually taken to Missouri.
29

 Although her case would take 

four years to be heard, her extended sojourn in Illinois was more than enough to gain Wash 

freedom. Although in cases like Winny and Rachael, children had legally followed the condition 

of their mother, the mistake made by Wash’s lawyer resulted in Delaney having to file her own 

freedom suit. Edward Bates, a former congressman and state attorney general, helped to 

successfully argue on behalf of Delaney that “once free, always free” had to apply to all who 

were born to a free mother. With Judge Robert Wash testifying that Lucy was Polly’s daughter, 

her freedom was given.
30

 

Many cases helped to represent the broad influence of McGirk and Thompson regarding 

freedom suits. Ralph v. Duncan, a case from 1833 involving a slave who hired himself out for a 

year in Illinois in return for a promissory note to his master, also resulted in freedom. In its 

decision, the Missouri court stated, “the master who permits his slave to go [to Illinois] to hire 

himself offends against the law as much as one who takes his slave along with himself to reside 

there.”
31

 In Julia v. McKinney, a case involving a master who worked his slave in Illinois before 

selling her in St. Louis, the court ruled “If a person says he does not intend to introduce slavery, 

yet if he does introduce it de facto, can the innocent intent save him from the forfeiture? We 

think it cannot unless he can also show his case raises a reasonable and necessary exception.”
32

 

With McGirk and Tompkins serving alongside each other for nearly two decades, the Missouri 

Supreme Court in the first few decades of statehood was more receptive to freeing slaves who 

could prove their employment in free territories.  

                                                 
29

 Twitty, 212, 215. 
30

 Eric Gardner, “You Have No Business to Whip Me”: The Freedom Suits of Polly Wash and Lucy Ann Delaney,” 

African American Review 41, no, 1 (Spring, 2007), 42-3. 
31

 Ralph v. Duncan 3 Mo. 194, 194-95 (1833). 
32

 Julia v. McKinney 3 Mo. 270, 274 (1833). 
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The courts in Missouri were always able to distinguish between residence or long-term 

sojourn, which would lead to freedom, and short sojourns and visits, which would not. 1828’s 

LaGrange v. Chouteau concerned François LaGrange, a slave purchased by Pierre Menard, an 

Illinoisan, on a temporary basis. Notably, after working for Menard for a period in Missouri, 

LaGrange was sent to Kaskaskia, Illinois, where he soon boarded a boat as a working hand to 

New Orleans. Upon returning from New Orleans, LaGrange remained in Kaskaskia to assist in 

unloading the boat. After working in Cape Girardeau County for a period and Kaskaskia once 

more, LaGrange was sent to St. Louis and sold to Chouteau by Menard. In their decision, the 

Court decided that there must be an intention of a slave master to reside permanently in Illinois 

with his slave, that employing slaves temporarily did nothing to bring them freedom.
33

 1834’s 

Nat v. Ruddle ruled that a runaway slave that rented himself out in free territory could not be 

granted freedom as the act of renting himself out was in defiance of his master.
34

  

Between 1837 and 1852, the Missouri Supreme Court did not hear any significant 

freedom suits based on prior residence or sojourn in a free jurisdiction. Up to 1852, the cases that 

had come before appeared to have settled the question to such a degree that no one asked for a 

reconsideration of the principles first laid down in Winny v. Whitesides.
35

 That said, after 1845, 

freedom suits in Missouri were subject to two significant changes. The first was a more 

restrictive statute regarding freedom suits from 1845 that, in part, rescinded the ability for 

plaintiffs to recover compensation and required them to cover the costs if they lost their freedom 

suit.
36

 The second was that after 1850, judges were no longer being appointed by the governor, 

                                                 
33

 La Grange v. Chouteau, 2 Mo. 19 (1828). 
34

 Paul Finkelman, An Imperfect Union (Chapel Hill, N. C.: University of North Carolina Press, 1981), 224. 
35

 Finkelman, 222. 
36

 “An Act to Enable Persons Held in Slavery to Sue for Their Freedom,” The Revised Statutes of the State of 

Missouri (St. Louis: J. W. Dougherty, 1845), 531-3. 
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instead being elected by the voting-age populace, entirely white and entirely male.
37

 Both 

changes, especially the latter, would impact the state’s most famous freedom suit. 

The Dred Scott Case 

For twenty years, St. Louis was a haven for freedom suits. The right to petition for one’s 

freedom in the St. Louis circuit court was one centuries in the making. Yet, the 1824 law that had 

provided so many with their just freedom offered no criteria for determining whether a plaintiff 

was entitled to their own freedom. Practice and precedence, therefore, ultimately determined if 

filing a freedom suit would be possible.
38

 The Dred Scott case was like many that had come 

before it. Yet after eleven years, having worked its way up to the United States Supreme Court, 

its wholly partisan outcome would result in a verdict that would never have been reached even 

seven years prior and do more than anything else to drive the nation towards armed conflict. 

Dred Scott, probably a native of Virginia, was sold in the early 1830s to Dr. John 

Emerson, a medical officer stationed near St. Louis. In 1834, Dr. Emerson was assigned to Fort 

Armstrong in the free state of Illinois, Scott traveling with him as his personal servant and 

performing much of the work improving the small, extralegal land claims Emerson had 

purchased near the fort. In 1836, the Army transferred Emerson to Fort Snelling in Wisconsin 

Territory, near the later site of St. Paul, Minnesota. Scott, who had been held in bondage in a free 

state for two years, was taken into a territory where the Missouri Compromise explicitly forbade 

slavery. At Fort Snelling, Scott met Harriet Robinson, a slave girl belonging to Major Lawrence 

Taliaferro, the fort’s resident Indian agent. Major Taliaferro either sold Harriet to Emerson or 

gave her to Scott for a wife, performing the ceremony uniting them in matrimony.
39

 

                                                 
37

 Frazier, Runaway and Freed Missouri Slaves, 57-8. 
38

 Twitty, 9-11. 
39

 Don E. Fehrenbacher, The Dred Scott Case: Its Significance in American Law and Politics (New York: Oxford 

University Press, 2001), 240-44. 
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 Leaving the Scotts at Fort Snelling, Dr. Emerson was directed to report for duty at Fort 

Jesup in western Louisiana in October 1837. While there, he courted and was soon united in 

matrimony with Eliza Irene Sanford and thereafter sent for the Scotts. The Scotts journeyed to 

Louisiana but by September 1838, were on their way back to Fort Snelling with the Emersons. 

The Scotts would remain in the free there until 1840 when they and Mrs. Emerson moved to St. 

Louis, remaining there as Dr. Emerson was transferred to Florida. The Scotts were either 

employed by Mrs. Emerson or hired out as servants at this time. Arriving back in St. Louis in the 

autumn of 1842, Emerson soon moved to Davenport in Iowa Territory, near his land claim. 

Though he was intent on moving his family there, Dr. Emerson died at the end of that year. 

Around the time of his death, the Scotts were apparently loaned to Mrs. Emerson’s brother-in-

law, Captain Bainbridge, who would be transferred to Fort Jesup and thereafter to Corpus 

Christi, Texas. Dred Scott was apparently in Bainbridge’s service into 1846. By March of that 

year, Scott was back in St. Louis.
40

  

Based on a long line of similar Missouri cases, Dred and Harriet Scott filed petitions in 

the Missouri circuit court at St. Louis on April 6, 1846. Their petitions summarized the 

circumstances of their residence on free soil and requested permission to sue Irene Emerson to 

gain their freedom.
41

 Depositions were collected with the case going to trial in June of 1847. 

While the case went smoothly for the Scotts at first, it hit a snag when Scott had to prove that 

Mrs. Emerson now held him and Harriet as slaves. By the time of trial, Mrs. Emerson had hired 

the Scotts out to a family named Russell. The Scotts called Samuel Russell as a witness to prove 

Mrs. Emerson’s ownership. However, upon cross-examination, it became clear that Adeline 

Russell had conducted the hiring transaction, thus rendering her husband’s testimony 

                                                 
40

 Fehrenbacher, 244-49. 
41

 Fehrenbacher, 250. 
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inadmissible. As the Scotts had not provided admissible proof of their ownership, the jury 

returned a verdict in Mrs. Emerson’s favor.
42

 

 Scott was granted a retrial in December 1847 but this trial would be delayed until January 

1850. Yet again, the Scotts presented the same evidence as they had the first time around, the 

only notable change being their calling Adeline Russell, who testified that Mrs. Emerson had 

stated that the Scotts did, indeed, belong to her. While Mrs. Emerson’s lawyers tried to argue that 

the Scotts had not been emancipated due to their working for an Army officer and were therefore 

subject to military law, not civil, the jury in this second trial found that the Scotts had indeed 

been freed due to the fact Dr. Emerson had brought them to live on free soil. Mrs. Emerson 

appealed the verdict.
43

 The changing political scene in Missouri along with new precedents in 

other slaveholding states made the appeal seem viable.
44

 Pending appeal, the Scotts were held as 

slaves by St. Louis County and hired out under the county’s supervision.
45

  

The shifting political winds of the 1850s brought changes nationwide, the sectional 

conflict reducing the likelihood of slaves bringing freedom suits in Missouri gaining their 

emancipation. Starting with the first popular election of judges by Missouri’s voting populace in 

1851, slaveholders like Judges William Scott and John Ryland and Chief Justice Hamilton 

Gamble were more representative of a populace that was over eighty percent white and more 

southern in their temperament. The three native Virginians sitting on the court due to popular 

election were decidedly more proslavery than appointed justices like McGirk and Tompkins, 

both of whom had died in the 1840s. Judge Scott, who had previously served as an appointed 

justice for eight years, was absolute in his proslavery leanings. Judge Ryland, favorable to the 
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more moderate wing of the Missouri Democratic Party led by Thomas Hart Benton, and Judge 

Gamble, a Whig who opposed collaboration with proslavery Democrats, were less absolute.
46

 

In March 1852, the Missouri Supreme Court issued a 2-1 decision that reversed the 

verdict at trial for the Scotts, holding that they were still slaves. In the majority opinion, Judge 

Scott admitted that based on past Missouri precedents, Dred and Harriet Scott could indeed have 

been granted their freedom.
47

 In disregarding precedents, Judge Scott argued for the majority: 

Times are not as they were when the former decisions on the subject were made… 

[u]nder such circumstances, it does not behoove the State of Missouri to show the least 

countenance to any measure which might gratify [an anti-slavery] spirit.
48

 

 

In denying comity to free state interests and demanding extraterritorial protection for slavery, 

Judge Scott was refuting precedence in a significant way. Despite his status as a slaveholder, 

Chief Justice Gamble dissented, stressing the importance of precedence and an impartial 

judiciary. One thing was certain with the decision, Scott v. Emerson closed a major door to 

freedom. The changes to what had been decided time and time again was immediate and covered 

all cases past, present, and future.
49

 

 By this time, Irene Emerson had married one Calvin Chaffee and had informally given 

the Scotts to her brother, John Sanford. Because Sanford was a citizen of New York, Scott’s 

legal team attempted to argue that Scott was entitled to sue Sanford in federal court based on 

diversity of citizenship on the theory that Scott and Sanford were citizens of Missouri and New 

York, respectively. While Sanford filed a motion challenging this theory, Judge Robert Wells, 

the federal circuit court judge in St. Louis, held that free persons of color could be considered 

citizens for purposes of bringing a lawsuit in federal court on the ground of diversity of 
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citizenship. In May 1854, the case came to trial. With Judge Wells instructing the jury that the 

removal of a slave by his master to a free territory only suspended bondage temporarily, with 

ownership revived once back in a slave territory, the jury returned a verdict in Sanford’s favor.
50

 

Dred Scott’s case was appealed to a Supreme Court that had pronounced in the Strader v. 

Graham case that in matters like Scott’s, the court would defer to state courts.
51

 More than 

anything, Taney’s decision was a work of biased partisanship, more political than judicial. The 

ultimate legacy of the Dred Scott case would be twofold; first, Taney’s insistence that African 

Americans could never be citizens of the United States helped to lead to the positive legacy of 

the Reconstruction Amendments. This insistence led to a persistent hostility among conservative 

Unionists, however, and would help to lead to the weakening of the Reconstruction Amendments 

within a decade of their addition to the Constitution. It would take nearly a century for the 

positive legacy to begin to reemerge, with the promises of the Reconstruction Amendments 

restored, albeit with plenty of struggle and racial strife along the way.
52

 Dred Scott’s freedom 

suit may have done more than anything else to bring about the Civil War but, in time, what had 

been denied to him and to all African Americans would ultimately be enshrined in the 

Constitution and enforced by a United States that recognized the positive impact of the case. 

Conclusion 

Far too often, when one discusses Dred Scott and his attempts at freedom, the focus is on 

that final, most devastating chapter at the United States Supreme Court. However, understanding 

the history of the freedom suit in Missouri along with the failed promises of laws and statutes 

regarding African Americans and the restrictions placed on their lives through legislation like the 
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1835 statute helps to better explain why this last chapter came to be. Furthermore, the lofty goals 

of the state constitutions and various statutes that aimed for relative equality under the law for 

crimes often fell far short with African Americans punished harsher than whites, if whites were 

punished at all. What we can see by exploring African Americans and the law, freedom suits, 

and such is that regarding the history of African Americans in the United States, African 

Americans in Missouri, whether slave or free, became subject to a permanent second-class status, 

though that status was not inscribed in law at the state’s outset. For thirty years, compromise kept 

pro-slavery and antislavery forces relatively balanced. In the last decade before the Civil War, 

however, the chasm that erupted nationally hit the state of Missouri especially hard. After Dred 

Scott, the compromise that had defined Missouri was gone for good. 
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